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CONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTS

BasicsBasics

�� A Reciprocating Compressor in ActionA Reciprocating Compressor in Action

�� View inside a typical CylinderView inside a typical Cylinder

ThermodynamicsThermodynamics

�� Thermodynamic PowerThermodynamic Power

�� Volume and Mass DeliveryVolume and Mass Delivery

�� Cylinder Cylinder Gas FillingGas Filling

ExamplesExamples

�� Impact of Pressure Pulsations on PerformanceImpact of Pressure Pulsations on Performance

�� Power ConsumptionPower Consumption

�� Mass Flow CapacityMass Flow Capacity
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BASICSBASICSBASICS
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A RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTIONA RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTIONA RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTION

Vertical Frame TypeVertical Frame Type
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A RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTIONA RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTIONA RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR IN ACTION

Horizontal (Boxer) Frame TypeHorizontal (Boxer) Frame Type
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VIEW INSIDE A TYPICAL CYLINDER (DETAILS)VIEW INSIDE A TYPICAL CYLINDER (DETAILS)VIEW INSIDE A TYPICAL CYLINDER (DETAILS)
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THERMODYNAMICSTHERMODYNAMICSTHERMODYNAMICS
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THERMODYNAMIC POWERTHERMODYNAMICTHERMODYNAMIC POWERPOWER

PressurePressure--overover--Volume Card: The encircled area Volume Card: The encircled area –– shown here in orange colour shown here in orange colour ––

equals the thermodynamic power of one cycle. The shape of this pequals the thermodynamic power of one cycle. The shape of this pvv--diagram is a diagram is a 

direct scale and indication for the absorbed power.direct scale and indication for the absorbed power.

Any distortion of the pvAny distortion of the pv--cycle cycle –– e. g. e. g. through pressure pulsationsthrough pressure pulsations -- has an has an 

immediate impact on the power consumption.immediate impact on the power consumption.

Note:Note: The sections below the The sections below the ppSS-- and above the and above the ppDD--lines represent the lines represent the 

power which is absorbed as a consequence of the valve pressure dpower which is absorbed as a consequence of the valve pressure drop.rop.

Discharge Pressure pDischarge Pressure pDD

Suction Pressure pSuction Pressure pSS

ppDD

ppSS

StrokeStroke

Discharge Discharge ValveValve LossesLosses

Suction Suction ValveValve LossesLosses
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Gas Delivery of the Cylinder (Volume): VDelivery = VBDC - VTDC
Gas Delivery of the Cylinder (Volume):Gas Delivery of the Cylinder (Volume): VVDeliveryDelivery = V= VBDC BDC -- VVTDCTDC

VVDeliveryDelivery

VOLUME DELIVERYVOLUME VOLUME DELIVERYDELIVERY

VVTDCTDC

VVBDCBDC

StrokeStroke

Gas Volume VBDC:
End of Suction Phase

(Piston BDC Position)

Gas Volume Gas Volume VVBDCBDC::

End of Suction PhaseEnd of Suction Phase

(Piston BDC Position)(Piston BDC Position)

Gas Volume VTDC:

End of Discharge Phase

(Piston TDC Position)

Gas Volume Gas Volume VVTDCTDC::

End of Discharge PhaseEnd of Discharge Phase

(Piston TDC Position)(Piston TDC Position)

Compression and DeliveryCompression and DeliveryCompression and Delivery
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GAS VOLUME AND MASS DELIVERYGASGAS VOLUME VOLUME ANDAND MASS MASS DELIVERYDELIVERY

•• A reciprocating piston compressor is pumping A reciprocating piston compressor is pumping VOLUMEVOLUME

•• Production is looking for Production is looking for MASSMASS

•• The relationship between both is the density The relationship between both is the density ‘‘ρρ‘‘ (rho)(rho)

•• m = m = ρρ * V* V (Mass = Density * Volume)(Mass = Density * Volume)

•• VVDeliveryDelivery = V= VBDC BDC -- VVTDCTDC

•• mmDeliveryDelivery =  m=  m BDCBDC –– mm TDC TDC = (= (ρρ * V)* V) BDCBDC –– ((ρρ * V)* V) TDCTDC =  =  ρρSS * V* VBDCBDC –– ρρDD * V* VTDCTDC

•• With volumes given from the geometry of the cylinder the densityWith volumes given from the geometry of the cylinder the density is the major is the major 

key factor for the gas delivery in terms of masskey factor for the gas delivery in terms of mass

The density of the gas The density of the gas -- with given molecular weight with given molecular weight -- is a function of is a function of 

the the actual temperature and pressureactual temperature and pressure (compressibility is neglected here)(compressibility is neglected here)
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Gas Delivery (Mass): mDelivery =  m BDC – m TDC = ρS * VBDC – ρD * VTDC
Gas Delivery (Mass): Gas Delivery (Mass): mmDeliveryDelivery =  m=  m BDCBDC –– mm TDCTDC = = ρρSS * V* VBDCBDC –– ρρDD * V* VTDCTDC

VVDeliveryDelivery

ρρDD * V* VTDCTDC

ρρSS * V* VBDCBDC

With the given Volume 

VBDC it is the actual 

density ρS at the End of 
the suction phase which 

determines the amount of 

gas in the cylinder 

volume at the Start of the 

compression phase.

With the given Volume With the given Volume 

VVBDCBDC it is the actual it is the actual 

density density ρρSS at the at the End of End of 

the suctionthe suction phase which which 

determines the amount of determines the amount of 

gas in the cylinder gas in the cylinder 

volume at the volume at the StartStart of the of the 

compression phase.compression phase.

With the given Volume 

VTDC it is the actual 

density ρD at the End of 
the compression and 

discharge phase which 

determines the amount of 

the remaining gas in the 

‘dead’ cylinder volume.

With the given Volume With the given Volume 

VVTDCTDC it is the actual it is the actual 

density density ρρDD at the at the End of End of 

the compressionthe compression and and 

discharge phase which discharge phase which 

determines the amount of determines the amount of 

the remaining gas in the the remaining gas in the 

‘‘deaddead’’ cylinder volume.cylinder volume.

MASS DELIVERYMASS MASS DELIVERYDELIVERY

StrokeStroke
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MAX. CYLINDER FILLING AT SUCTION CONDITION (BDC)MAX. MAX. CYLINDER FILLING ATCYLINDER FILLING AT SUCTION CONDITION SUCTION CONDITION (BDC)(BDC)

At the Start of the 

Compression phase the 

actual density ρS is of the 

essence for the cylinder 
filling.

The density is a function 

of pressure and 

temperature; here with:

Any distortion of the 
pressure  - e. g. through 

pressure pulsations -
has a direct impact on 
the cylinder filling and 
on the delivery

At the At the StartStart of the of the 

CompressionCompression phase the phase the 

actual density actual density ρρS is of the is of the 

essence for the cylinder essence for the cylinder 

filling.filling.

The density is a function The density is a function 

of pressure and of pressure and 

temperature; here with:temperature; here with:

Any distortion of the Any distortion of the 

pressure  pressure  -- e. g. e. g. through through 

pressure pulsationspressure pulsations --

has a direct impact on has a direct impact on 

the cylinder filling and the cylinder filling and 

on the deliveryon the delivery

ρρSS = f (p= f (pSS, t, t SS))
True Pressure at Point CTrue Pressure at Point C
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At the End of the 

Discharge phase the 

actual density ρD is of 

the essence for the 

amount of remaining gas 
in the cylinder.

The density is a function 

of pressure and 

temperature; here with:

Any distortion of the 
pressure  - e. g. through 
pressure pulsations -

has a direct impact on 
the delivery

At the At the EndEnd of the of the 

DischargeDischarge phase the phase the 

actual density actual density ρρDD is of is of 

the essence for the the essence for the 

amount of remaining gas amount of remaining gas 

in the cylinder.in the cylinder.

The density is a function The density is a function 

of pressure and of pressure and 

temperature; here with:temperature; here with:

Any distortion of the Any distortion of the 

pressure  pressure  -- e. g. e. g. through through 

pressure pulsationspressure pulsations --

has a direct impact on has a direct impact on 

the deliverythe delivery

MIN. CYLINDER FILLING AT DISCHARGE CONDITION (TDC)MIN. MIN. CYLINDER FILLING ATCYLINDER FILLING AT DISCHARGE CONDITION DISCHARGE CONDITION (TDC)(TDC)

ρρDD = f (p= f (pDD, t, tDD))

True Pressure at Point ATrue Pressure at Point A
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EXAMPLESEXAMPLESEXAMPLES

Note:Note: True pvTrue pv--cyclecycle--diagrams hardly ever look like the perfectly simulated charts !diagrams hardly ever look like the perfectly simulated charts !
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IMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON POWER CONSUMPTIONIMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ONIMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON POWER CONSUMPTIONPOWER CONSUMPTION

� Significant deviations between perfect 

and true pv-cycle-lines during discharge 

phases in both cylinder ends.

� Additional power consumption of 

some 20% – due to pulsation 

phenomena (depicted in yellow).

Perfect (RED) and true (BLUE) pv-cycle
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IMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON MASS FLOW CAPACITYIMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ONIMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON MASS FLOW CAPACITYMASS FLOW CAPACITY

Significant pressure pulsations are visible during the suction aSignificant pressure pulsations are visible during the suction and discharge phase.nd discharge phase.

1. At the end of the suction phase 

the cylinder pressure is below
the perfect value:

� The cylinder mass filling is 
reduced (through low density)

� The compressed and delivered 
gas mass is reduced

2. At the end of the discharge 
phase the cylinder pressure is 

above the perfect value:

� More gas than normal remains in 

the cylinder

� The expansion phase is 

extended.

� The cylinder volume filling is 

reduced.

1.1. At the end of the suction phase At the end of the suction phase 

the cylinder pressure is the cylinder pressure is belowbelow

the perfect value:the perfect value:

�� The cylinder mass filling is The cylinder mass filling is 

reduced (through low density)reduced (through low density)

�� The compressed and delivered The compressed and delivered 

gas mass is reducedgas mass is reduced

2.2. At the end of the discharge At the end of the discharge 

phase the cylinder pressure is phase the cylinder pressure is 

aboveabove the perfect value:the perfect value:

�� More gas than normal remains in More gas than normal remains in 

the cylinderthe cylinder

�� The expansion phase is The expansion phase is 

extended.extended.

�� The cylinder volume filling is The cylinder volume filling is 

reduced.reduced.

1. Pressure

too low2. Pressure

too high

Reduced cylinder filling by some 5 %

Note:Note: The pulsation phenomenon The pulsation phenomenon 

identified from the pvidentified from the pv--diagram do diagram do 

not explain not explain whywhy the pvthe pv--cardcard--

disturbance occursdisturbance occurs
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SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARY

Pressure pulsations which are propagating Pressure pulsations which are propagating 

along the pipeline are reaching into the gas along the pipeline are reaching into the gas 

passage of the cylinder right to the cylinder passage of the cylinder right to the cylinder 

valve and valve and –– under certain circumstances under certain circumstances -- also also 

into the cylinder volume.into the cylinder volume.

Pressure pulsations may create a distortion of Pressure pulsations may create a distortion of 

the pvthe pv--cycle (pvcycle (pv--diagram) with significant diagram) with significant 

impact on:impact on:

�� POWER CONSUMPTIONPOWER CONSUMPTION

�� MASS FLOW CAPACITYMASS FLOW CAPACITY

�� PISTON ROD LOADPISTON ROD LOAD

�� VALVE PERFORMANCEVALVE PERFORMANCE

Often these effects are linked !Often these effects are linked !
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

QUESTIONS ?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTIONTHANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

QUESTIONS ?QUESTIONS ?

THE IMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON

PISTON ROD LOAD

and

VALVE PERFORMANCE

WILL BE COVERED BY FOLLOWING PRESENTATIONS

THE IMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ONTHE IMPACT OF PRESSURE PULSATION ON

PISTON ROD LOADPISTON ROD LOAD

andand

VALVE PERFORMANCEVALVE PERFORMANCE

WILL BE COVERED BY FOLLOWING PRESENTATIONSWILL BE COVERED BY FOLLOWING PRESENTATIONS


